
0-UNIFORM BANACH ALGEBRAS1

BERNARD R. GELBAUM2

0. Introduction. The Gelfand-Mazur theorem for commutative

Banach algebras may be stated as follows:

If A is a commutative Banach algebra and if Mi and M2 are two

regular maximal ideals of A then A/Mi and A/M2 are C-isomorphic.

A class of not necessarily commutative Banach algebras generaliz-

ing commutative Banach algebras is motivated by the above result

and is defined as follows:

A Banach algebra A is called a Q-uniform Banach algebra if:

(i)  Q is a simple Banach algebra with identity eg.

(ii) A is a (/-bimodule. Thus for a, bEA, q, q'EQ qa and aq are

(not necessarily) equal elements of A; iq, a)—>qa, iq, a)—mq are bi-

linear;

eqa = aeQ = a; qiab) = iqa)b, iab)q = aibq), iqa)q'

= q(aq'),q(q'a) = (qq')a, a(qq') = (aq)q'; ||ga||, ||a$|| ^ ||o|| ||g||.

(iii) If M is a regular maximal ideal of A then A/M is C-isomorphic

to Q. (Alternatively, if v: A—>Qi is an C-epimorphism3 of A onto a

simple Banach algebra Qi with identity, then Qi is C-isomorphic

to(2.)
A class of Q-uniform algebras may be described as follows. Let Q

be an arbitrary simple Banach algebra with identity eg, e.g., Q

= Endc(C") = the set of C-endomorphisms of C". Let X be a compact

Hausdorff space and let A = CiX, Q) = the set of Q-valued continuous

functions on X. Clearly A is a Q-bimodule as defined in (ii) above.

We verify (iii) in the next paragraph.

Let MaE^Ia — the set of regular maximal ideals of A. We show

that there is an xoEX such that MA= {f'-fixo) =0}. Otherwise there

is for each x an fxEMA such that qx=fxix) 5^0. The ideal generated in

Q by qx must be Q since Q is simple and so if YT-i qiqxq'i = sq then
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/= En.i Oifxli is such that/(x) =eQ. Via compactness of X we con-

clude there are open sets { t/i}™, UiA = X and functions {fi}EM^

(cf. Lemma 1.1) such that for xE Ui, \\fi(x) — e«||«<i whence (fi(x))~l

exists for xE Ui. If {</>■}? is a C-valued partition of unity subordinate

to { Ui}l then<p,e0£4,<p,eQ/<=<p</,£Af^ and E?-iM*eAk. Then
for any x

n n

E $i(x)fi(x) - eQ\    =     E <t>i(.x)(fi(x) - eQ)
i=l \ Q i-l Q

= E I *<(*) I ll/i(*) - eQ\\Q.

However

I <t>i(x) | ||/»(x) — eo||e < 11 <£<(*) I  = h<t>i(x),   if x £ 27,-

= 0 g \4>i(x),   if x£ f/<.

Thus

2 1    " 1
E <Pi(x)fi(x) — eQ     g — E #»•(*) = — < 1
i-l Q 2    j_i 2

and we conclude

(s**r
exists, a contradiction. Hence for some xo, Ma = {/:/(x0)=0}. The

map 17:/—>/(x0) is a C-epimorphism of ^4 onto Q and ker(?j) = 14^,

whence A/Ma is C-isomorphic to Q.

1. Fundamentals. In this section we gather some elementary facts

about Q-uniform algebras.

Lemma 1.1. If an algebra A is a bimodule over an algebra B then every

regular ideal I of A is a B-ideal.

Proof. Let ua — aEI for all aEA-. Then if bEB, x£7 we see

u(bx)— bxEI, (ub)-xEI and thus bxEI- Similarly xbEI-

Lemma 1.2. Let A be Q-uniform and let MaEVUa, u/MA=eQ

=.identity of Q~,A/MA-
(i) If every C-monoendomorphism a of Q such that a(eQ)=eQ is a

C-automorphism, then A=Qu@MA-

(ii) If A =Qu®MA, if rj£Epic(yl, Q) = the set of C-epimorphisms

of A onto Q, if ker(rj) = Ma and if a,(g) =rj(qu) then a,£Autc(Q)

= the set of C-automorphisms of Q.
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Remark. Every noncommutative Banach algebra P with identity

e has a nontrivial group Autc(P). Indeed let xEB\ [center of P] and

let e>0 be such that ie+ex)'1 exists. Then the inner automorphism

y —»(e 4- ex)~ly(e + tx)

is nontrivial.

Proof, (i) Let 7?GEpic(;4, Q) and let ker(r/) = MA- Define cc,

GEndc(OJ by «,(?) =rj(qu). Then a, is clearly linear and C-homo-

geneous. Furthermore, qu—uqu, uq — uquEMA, whence qu — uqEMA•

Thus an(qiq2) =v(qiq2u) =t](qiq2u2) =r)(qiuq2u) = av(qi)an(q2). Next a„(g)

= 0 implies quEMA- Thus YX-i Sr<Z«?< EMA for all qi, qi. However,

uqi =q'iu+mi,miEMA,andsoY"=i<li<l<liuEMA.Since {Yt-iZmi }>
if qj^O, is a nontrivial ideal in Q, it is Q and so QuEMA. Thus eQU

— uEMa, a contradiction. Hence a„(q)=0 implies q = 0 and a, is

injective. Finally, a,(eg) =HeQu) ='?(") = e<2- By hypothesis, then,

a„GAutc(Oj.

Now for aG^4 consider a— a~\ia)u. Then

r/(a - a717?(o)w) = »/(a) - a^a^ia)) = »;(«) - 77(a) = 0.

Thus a—a~1i}ia)u = mEMA. We saw in the preceding paragraph that

quEMA implies 2 = 0, i.e., QuC\MA = {o}. Thus A =Qu®MA.

(ii) If A = Qu®MA and kerfo) =MA then HQU) =rl(A) =Q, whence

«,GAutc(0.
Remarks. 1. The hypothesis of Lemma 1.2 is neither too restrictive

nor superfluous. Clearly, if Q is finite-dimensional, the hypothesis is

satisfied. As G. K. Kalisch has noted, on the other hand, let § be a

separable Hilbert space and let 93(§) be the set of bounded C-endo-

morphisms of §. If {<£„} is a complete orthonormal set in § the ele-

ments of 93(f)) may be represented by countably infinite matrices.

Define 8- 93($)->93(§) by the rule:

Oil     0 Ol2     0      ■  •  •

an    an • ■ • 1 0      an    0      aii ■ ■ •

8:   a2i   a22 ■ • •     —->    a2i   0      a22   0    • • •

0      o2i    0      a22 • • •

Then 8 is a monoendomorphism of 93(^0, |8(J) =7 and 8 is not epic.

Next we show that if T is compact then so is /3(P). Indeed, let

xk= {xkn} be a sequence converging weakly in § to 0: xk^>w0. Thus

we may assume \xk\ 2= Yn=i \xk„.\ 2=T, xkn^0 as k—»°o for each n.
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Thus if T= (tif) and j3(T) = (5,7) we see that

/8(F)(xk) =   < zl auxk,2]_i,22 a2jxk,2j; ■ ■ ■ , E «2p-i,y*t,2j-i,

E a2p.jXk.2i,   •   •   •   >  •

If we set xk' = {xm, xk3, ■ ■ - }, x" = {xk2, xki, ■ • ■ } then

!3(T)(xk) = Txi 4- Fxt".

Clearly xi , xk" _^0 whence | Txi \, | Txi' | ->0, whence \p(T)(xk)\-*0

and so /3(F) is compact. Furthermore

\/3(T)x\2 ^  [ F|2(|x'|24- |x"|2) =  I F|2|x|2

i.e., I (3(T) I ̂  I T\, and so /3 is continuous. Clearly /3(I) = /.
Thus we see that if $ denotes the (unique) maximal ideal of com-

pact operators in S3(§), then (3($)C® whence /8 may be viewed as

a C-endomorphism B of the simple quotient algebra Q = $8($q)/$£.

We show B is a continuous monoendomorphism of Q, that B(eQ)

= eQ = I/®, and that B(0 %Q- Indeed, if qnEQ, |s»|->0, let Tn/R
= qn, |F„|—»0 (by virtue of the open mapping theorem). Then

B(qn) = /3(F„)/S—>0 and so B is continuous. Since /3(F) =7 we see

B(e«)=eQ.

If B(g)=0, let q=T/®. Then /3(F) £®. In the notations used

earlier, let yk= {xki, xku xk2, xk2, xk3, xk3, - - - }. Then y*J^0 whence

|/3(r)Cy*)|-»0. However, |0(r)(yt)| 2 = 2| r*t|2. Thus T£S and
thus q=T/$t=Q. We conclude that B is monic.

Finally we show B is not epic: B(Q) 5(?- Indeed, if:

1    1    0    0    0 • • •

1    1    1   0   0    • •

r~  0  1   1   1  0 • • •

0 0  1   1   1 •• •

Then | F{0, 0, • • • , 1, 0, • • • } 12^2 and we see T is not compact,

F£J?. Clearly F£/3($8(§)). We show F/®£B(<2). Indeed, if B(q)
= T/St, let g = 5/®. Then B(g) =/3(5)/$ whence /3(5)-F£$. If
5 ~(so) then:
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Sn — 1, — 1,     Si2 , 0,     Su, •  ■  ■

0(5) - T ~
*21 , —   1,      $22  —   I, —   1,       $23,   -   -   -

However, | (8(S)-T) {o, 0, • • • , 0, 1, 0, • • • } | !^1 whence 0(5)

— PG$- The contradiction implies B is not epic. In conclusion we

see that $$(!£>)/$ = Q is a simple Banach algebra for which there is a

monoendomorphism B carrying the identity itself and yet failing to

be an automorphism.

2. If u/MA—eQ, let 5„(g) =rj(g«). Then u = u-\-m, mEMA and

qu = qu-\-qm. However (Lemma 1.1) qmEMA, whence w(qu) = rj(qu)

and thus a, =a,. In other words the definition of a, is independent of

the choice of a member of r?-1(eo)-

Lemma 1.3. Let A be Q-uniform but without an identity. Define

Ae= {qe-\-a: qEQ, aEA} where e is an adjoined identity defined to

satisfy ea = ae — a, qe — eq. Then Ae is Q-uniform and there is a one-one

correspondence between &ac= {P}> the set of ideals of Ae and not con-

tained in A and SA= {I}, the set of regular ideals of A. In particular,

there is a one-one correspondence between yilA\{A } and "3KA. Further-

more, there is a one-one correspondence between

Epic(^.>g)\{ij.:ker(ij.) = .4}

and Epic (^4, £?)•

Proof. Clearly Ae is a Q-bimodule. Let IeESAe, and I-IeC\A.

Since It(^A, I j*-A and / is a proper ideal of A. From Lemma 1.1 we

know Ie is a Q-ideal. Let q'9^0 and q'e+a'EIe (some such q' exists

since Ie<£.A). We note xieq) = ixe)q = xq= (xq)e — x(qe), whence

x(eq — qe)=0. Setting x — e, we see eq = qe. Thus XX1 Qaq'qae

+ Yri-i liia'qnEIt. Since Q is simple and gVO we see { XX1 ?«?'?«}
= Q, and hence  for any q and some a, qe+aEL-  In particular,

— eQe-\-u= — e+uEIe, for some uEA. Direct calculation shows

ua—a and au — aEI for all aG^4- Hence / is a regular ideal of A. By

Lemma 1.1, / is a Q-ideal. Conversely, suppose / is a regular ideal in

A; let uEA be an identity modulo I. Set Ie= {x: xEAe; ux, xuEl}-

Since u(e — u) — (e — u)u = u — u2EI, whence e — uEIe, we have

Ie<X.A. Moreover, Ie~X>Ae since eGP implies uEI, whence a — (a—ua)

-\-uaEI for all aEA, a contradiction. Ie is an ideal in Ae. In fact, if

xEIe and y = qe+aEAe, then u(xy) = (ux)(qe+a) = (ux)q + (ux)aEI;

and (xy)u = x(qe-\-a)u=xqu-\-xau = [(xqu)—u(xqu)]-\-ux(qu)-\-ux(au)

4- [(xau) —u(xau)]EI, thus xyEL- Similarly, (yx)u, u(yx)EI, hence
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yx£/e. Thus Ie is an ideal and by Lemma 1.1, Ie is a Q-ideal. Direct

calculation shows Ier^A=I. In fact, if aEIeC\A, then uaEI, and

hence a= (a — ua)-\-uaei- Conversely, if a£J, then ua— —(a — ua)

-fo£7, au= —(a — au)-\-aei, whence a£A0^4. It follows that the

correspondence d^,31e—>leC^A £0'A is epic. We show it is one-one.

Suppose IeC\A —Jer\A =1 for A, JeE^A ■ As seen above, there exist

u, veA such that — e+ueie, —e-\-veJe- Then — v+vuei and

— u-\-vuei, whence u — vei. Suppose ge-f-a£A. Then uq-\-ua

= u(qe-\-a)ei, — a-\-ua= ( — e-\-u)aEI, and consequently, also

uq-\-a = uq-\-ua — ( — a-r-ua)ei. But then since qe = eq and Je, I are

<2-ideals, qe+a = (e — v)q-\-(u — v)q-icuq+uaEJe. Hence LEI*. Simi-

larly, we have Je.EIe, and thus Ie = Je- It follows that the correspon-

dence SAe^Ie~^LC\A =IE8a is one-one.

Now, A is maximal in Ae and ^4CA4 is C-isomorphic to Q. It follows

easily from the above correspondence that there is a one-one corre-

spondence between STLiAM} anc' ^^ F°r ^ MeE"S^a\{A }, then

Me7*A, and since A is maximal in Ae, Me($iA. Then MA = MeC\A is a

maximal regular ideal in A. On the other hand, if MaE^a and

m£^4 is such that u/MA =eQ = identity of Q=A/MA; then M,

= {x:xEAe, xm, uxEMa} is a maximal ideal in Ae, Me7*A, and

Mer\A=MA.

We continue by letting 7i£Epic(yl,<2), ker(rj) = MA- Define

77e£Epic(.4<,,()) by the formula t]e(qe+a) =av(q)-\-ri(a). Thus ker (ve)

is a maximal ideal M'e. However, M'eC\A. — {a: aEA, T]e(a)=0}

= ker(rj) = M. Thus Af/ = Me and A/Me is C-isomorphic to £>, whence

Ae is (^-uniform.

If 77£Epic(^4, Q) let r:r?—>i7e£Epic(^4e,Q) as defined above. Con-

versely, given rjeEEp\c(Ae,Q) (ker(r)e)7*A) let a: 77e—>ii£Epic(.4,<2)

where tj is the restriction of ne to A. We show that gt = identity, ra

= identity. Indeed, rr](qe+a) —a,,(q)-\-ri(a) and (crn) (a)=r\(a).

Furthermore, or]e(a) =r](a), (To-qe)(qe-\-a) =av(q)-\-v(a). However,

writing u = e+me, meEMe as earlier, we find qe = qu — qme, ane(q)

= rje(qe)=r)e(qu)=ri(qu)=av(q). Thus (T<TT)e)(qe+a) =aVe(q)+r](a)

= ve(qe+a).

In the course of the above we have established not only the one-one

relationship between EpicC4,<2) and Epic(Ae,Q)\{ne: ker(r)e) =A}

but also the formula av=a,e when t(tj) =r\e.

In the following we topologize various sets as follows: Ep\c(A,Q):

the weak topology where a typical neighborhood is

A(t70) = {77: \\v(ad - Vo(ai)\\Q < e, a{ £ A, i = 1, 2, - ■ ■ , «}.

Autc(0: the weak topology where a typical neighborhood is
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N(a0) = {a: \\a(qi) - a0(g,-)||Q < t, qt E Q, i = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n}

TSKA: the strongest topology such that the map

p: Epic (A,Q) 3V-+ ker(^) G 3Ha

is continuous. Direct verification shows that the first two are Haus-

dorff topologies.

Lemma 1.4. Assume that for each MaEWIa and u such that u/Ma

— identity of A/Ma the direct sum decomposition A=Qu@M obtains

(cf. Lemma 1.2). Then there is a bijection 6 of EpiC(A,Q) onto 3Hx

X Autc(0. Furthermore, if -k is the projection of £TH^ X Autc(Q) on STC^

then p=ird is a continuous open map of Epic(^4,0 on 'MA.

Proof. For 7jGEpic(.4,<2) let 0(rj) = (ker(?j), a„)=(MA, av). Here

ar,(q) =v(qu) where A = Qu@Ma- We show first that a, is independent

of the choice of u. Indeed if Ui/Ma — u/Ma, then Ui = u-\-m, mEMA

and ri(qui) =n(qu) -\-v(qm). Since MA is regular, it is a 0-ideal (Lemma

1.1) whence rj(qm) =0 and thus n(qu) =v(qui).

The map 0 is one-one since if 0(771) = 0(772) then ker(?ji) = ker(772) = Ma

say. If 7715=772 for some qu+m, mEMA, r\iiquJrm)^i]-iiqu-\-m) or

a,1(g)^a,2(g), contradicting 0(771) = 0(t72).

Let d:^lAXAutciQ)3iMA, a)-^aa;o1rjoEEpiciA,Q) where r\o is

such that ker (770) = MA. We show 0 is independent of the choice of 770

and that 00 = identity (whence 0 is surjective) and that 00 = identity

(whence 0 is surjective).

Indeed, if kerfai) =ker(rio) = MA then for some a, 771 = 5770- Thus

a~I77i = a~1a77o. On the other hand, avi(q) =aij0(qu) =aaVo(q), whence

a'^a'^a-1 and so a^ni =a~0la-1ario =a~01yo.

Clearly ker(aa~1770) =ker(770) and a(~^r)B) =aa~01aV(l = a. Thus

6§ = identity. On the other hand 0(ker(?7), a,) = a,-a~ '77 =77. Thus

00 = identity.

By definition, p is continuous. We prove next that p is open. Thus

let VEEpic(A,Q) be open. By virtue of the definitions of the topolo-

gies involved, to show p(V) is open it suffices to show p~1(fiiV)) ls

open. However, ~n'Ep~l(p(V)) iff i]' =ar\ for some aGAutc(£>) and

some 77GF. Thus p-\p(V)) =U {«V: aEAutdQ)}. Hence we shall

prove that a V is open and thereby establish that p is open.

We note that pa: EpiciA,Q)3rj^^aT]EEpiciA,Q) is one-one since

if arji(a) =a?72(a) for all aG^4, then 771 =tj2. Nextpa is continuous, since

if

Nipaivo)) = {v- hiai) ~ Paivo)iai)\\o < e, i = 1, 2, • • • , n]
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let

AM = {v- \\v(ii) — Vo(ai)\\Q < */\\a\\, i = 1, 2, • • • ,»}.

Then for tj£A(?;o) we find pa(y)EN(pa(r]o)). Hence p« is continuous.

Since pa(a~1n)=ri we see pa is surjective and clearly Pa1=Pa-i,

whence p"1 is continuous. We conclude p„ is a self-homeomorphism

(auteomorphism) of EpicO4,0. Since pa(V) =aV we see aV is open

and thus the map p is open.

Lemma 1.5. If A has an identity e^ the map t: r\-*an is continuous

in the topologies considered.

Proof. Let aVo=T(r}o) be given and let

A(a,0) = {a: \\a(qi) - a,0(Oi)|| < 6, i = 1, 2, • • • , n}

be given. Let U(r)Q)= {v- |M?Ai) -'Jofce.Oll <e, i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n}.
Then for 7j£ Z7(?7o)

II«»(?•■) — a^o(9»)|| = |h(9i«^) — i7o(g.^)|| < «,

whence T(U(r)o))EN(avo), and the continuity of t is established.

Corollary. // A has an identity e^ the map 6 is continuous.

Proof. Indeed, 6(n) = (p(y), r(n)) whence, since p and t are con-

tinuous, 8 is continuous.

Any general statement asserting the compactness of Epic(^4,0

is false. This follows from the fact, for some Q and A, e.g., Q = Endc(Cn)

= the set of linear endomorphisms of C" and A = C(A, 0 where A

is compact Hausdorff, that the function d(rj) may be unbounded, for

some a, where d(rj) is the function defined on Epic(^4,0 by the

formula d(ri)=n(a).

Indeed, Autc(Endc(C")) is the set of inner automorphisms as

given by

as-.q-^S-'qS

and SEGl(n, C). If n — 2 the following calculations show that one

may choose 5 so that ||as|| (operator norm) is arbitrarily large (or

small).

For A>0, let numbers u, v, w, x be chosen so that uvwx7*0 and let

(u    v\

w    x/
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Then if ~kp7*0 and

~ \0    p)

we find

Set X= 1 and choose p so that

>A'"?'i\i/l'

In this case ||a,s|| >N. Similarly, if q' =ctsq, then

n -i ,,|    'll«*Vll    Ikll ̂ lldl      i

Hence Haj'l^l/A. Thus 0 = inf {||as|| } <sup{||as||} = + <*>. The set

{q: supa,,||as<z|| < 4- °° } must be of the first category and thus the set

{q: supas||a;s9|| = 4- °° } is of the second category and nonempty. For

a q such that supag||as2|| = 4- °° , choose an ao£^4 and an 170 such that

Vo(a0)=q- Then sup,||<20(i7)|| ^supas||orsg|| = 4-».

2. Special cases. If Q is a simple commutative Banach algebra

with identity, then Q is isomorphic to C. A parallel of this elementary

fact is the

Proposition 1. If A is a Q-uniform semisimple Banach algebra and

if A is not commutative then Q is not commutative.

Proof. Let au a2EA, aia2—a2ai7*0. Then since A is semisimple,

there is some regular maximal ideal M such that aia2—a2aiEM, i.e.

ai/M-a2/M - a2/M-ai/M7*0.

If Q is commutative, the last relation cannot obtain.

Corollary. If G is a locally compact group and if L1(G) is semi-

simple (e.g., if G is abelian or compact) and Q-uniform, then G is abelian

(whence Q^C).
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Proof. Define the map h: L1iG)—>C by

h(J) =   C fdx.
J a

ThenfeGEpic(P1(G), C) and thus LliG)/kevih)^C. Thus Q^C, since

we have assumed P'(G) is Q-uniform. Thus LliG) must be commuta-

tive by Proposition 1 and therefore G is abelian.
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